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Every day, around the world, we are witnessing dramatic change 

ranging from urbanization to natural disasters.
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We face some pretty big challenges in translating change to action.
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Action requires information. 

Understanding change requires data and content.
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Its really that transformation that goes on from acquiring data to 

transforming information that we struggle in handling. 



A dynamic Earth of 

constant change
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Every day, the world grows more complex, dynamic 

and dangerous Robert Cardillo, Director, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

erosion of rules-based order

terrorism, extremism and instability

dysfunctional states, political conflict 

impact of technology

scarce resources and under-development maritime and trade insecurity

crime, security and cyber threats

endemic disease, human rights
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WATER

• Need or threat 

• Manage or Fail

• Control or Follow

• Plan or Respond
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Big DATA
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Big DATA

• Data vs. Actionable Information

• Information

easy to handle

easy to understand

fast

accurate

available

everywhere

to anyone



Geospatial Market Trends
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Information Patterns & Decisions Viewed Through Place

Image via Vadim Georgiev/Shutterstock.com

http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-127728257/stock-photo-street-map-with-gps-icons-navigation.html?src=c5ePNZaut9hfZd_xI1sZzw-1-1
http://www.shutterstock.com/?cr=00&pl=edit-00
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Key Market Trends

Daily Content Updates

Over 100+ new micro-satellites 

launched in last 12 months, providing daily 

revisit rates.

Ground stations implemented GPU based 

processing chains to have content 

available on the cloud within an hour of 

tasking and acquisition.

APIs allow you to capture a content 

‘pipeline’ for fresh data.

API Economy

Application programming interfaces 

(APIs) act as the digital glue that link 

web services, devices, applications and 

systems.

APIs make it easier to integrate and 

connect people, places, systems, 

data, things and algorithms, create 

new user experiences, share 

information, authenticate people and 

things, enable transactions and 

algorithms, and create new 

product/services and business models.

Information Design

Organizations are recruiting and 

contracting designers to transform 

high volumes of complex and 

dynamic data info information 

experiences. 

Animation and CGI techniques are 

being incorporated into the design, 

display and  communication of dynamic 

data.

Rich 3D cities have integrated dynamic 

sensor feeds enabling real-time analysis, 

visibility and speed management.
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Water Management

• What do we mean by Water Management?

• Water Network Asset Management

• River Basin / Dam

• Daily business

• Disaster management – Floods, Tsunami

• Municipaliy water pipes

• Ocean wide / Continent wide global approach

• We mean ALL. 
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From LARGE to small

• H2O
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Watershed/Drainage, River Systems & Flood Control
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Dams & Reservoirs
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Flood Events
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Flood Event by Dam Failure -
Natural Disasters
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Flood Event by Dam Failure -
Man-Made Disasters
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Addressable challenges
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Design & Construct

Design Construct
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Operate & Maintain

Operate Maintain
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Secure & Monitor

Secure Monitor
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Prepare & Respond

Prepare Respond
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Drivers
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Managing & Reducing Risk

Social

Economic

Assets
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Safety Management
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Early Warning/Emergency 
Response
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H2O solution highlights
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H2O Solution Value

 Comprehensive

 Integrated

 Real-Time

 Smarter Engineering Results in Safer Construction

 Real-Time Monitoring Improves Operational Decision Making

 Integrated Data & Documents Streamline Asset  Inspections & Maintenance

 Integrated Sensor and CC-TV Networks with GIS Ensure Security

 Real-Time Monitoring & Integrated Sensor Networks provide Early Warning

 Comprehensive and Integrated Systems Result in Effective Response

The key to H2O Solution is that it ties all this complex technology and information all together through 

the Interoperability Platform, help clients visualize this complex information using the Dashboard & 

Mobile applications in a very intuitive and effective way that is  role based, and helps guide each user 

step by step through the actions they need to do based on their role especially during Emergency 

situations – Actionable Intelligence”
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Engineering Life Cycle 
Integration

Up to 15 Years Up to or more than 100 Years
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Operations & Maintenance 
Integration
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Safety 
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Dam and 
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Emergency 

Management 
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Emergency Operations 
Integration
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Design & Construct
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 H2O Design Engineering & Schematics
 2D/3D Design, Engineering, Schematics, Bill of Materials, Procurement,

Fabrication & Construction 

To keep a Dam operating smoothly over its life requires efficient and intelligent Dam 

engineering from the beginning. H2O Solution’s comprehensive engineering solution 

has been developed for today’s 24/7 complex engineering environment. All 

engineering disciplines are intelligent and fully integrated — an engineering change 

in one area automatically triggers change in all associated objects, no matter where 

the change occurs. Designed to drive optimization, the rule-driven environment 

prevents engineering errors, thus avoiding shutdowns and lost production. The 

Solution is also an integrated design environment for construction that defines and 

manages the 3D model. The intelligent, rule-based 3D environment enables faster, 

silo-free design and engineering and better collaboration. Integration between 

process engineering and detailed engineering disciplines ensures true workflow-

managed integration across the project enterprise.

 3D Modeling & Visualization

 Analysis

 Engineering & Schematics

 Information Management

 Procurement, Fabrication & Construction

H2O Solution Modules
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 H2O Image/Data Capture
 Capture airborne data of an agricultural area or of a city, record the 

challenges in a disaster area and build image based maps.

H2O Solution’s broad array of airborne sensors and integrated software solutions 

capture data efficiently, reference imagery accurately, measure easily, analyze and

present spatial information in 3D.

 Co-registered imagery with equal resolution in panchromatic, color and color-

infrared – even

 below 5 cm GSD

 Highest geometric stability, even in rough conditions.

 Increased data throughput allows simultaneous image acquisition for both 

photogrammetry and

 remote sensing

 Improved image data compression delivers even better image quality

 Spend less time processing and more time analyzing digital airborne imagery

 World’s first medium format camera to provide superior multispectral imagery and 

highest accuracy

 Preferred choice as a standalone or oblique mapping solution, for integration with 

a LiDAR sensor and for operation onboard an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

H2O Solution Modules
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 H2O Geospatial Engineering & Analysis
 Geospatial Engineering, 3D Spatial Modeling and Analysis.

The H2O Solution includes geospatial tools to collect data, manage the data, and 

produce geospatial mapping products. Agencies use the data to build and maintain a 

landscape model database and a cartographic model database. The solution can be 

used to produce digital and hardcopy products at varying scales from your 

geospatial databases. The solution can be used for land information management 

and analysis during flooding modeling and analysis for local, regional and national 

governments/agencies. 

 Better resource planning with 3D visualization of crime and incident locations

 Enhance disaster planning and response

 Visualize destination for first responders

 Amplify situational awareness with 3D common operating picture

 Strengthen skills training through realistic 3D simulations

 Improve overall data production quality

 Capture elevation data in realistic 3D views

H2O Solution Modules
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 H2O Flood Modeling – (Many Products on the Market)
 Detailed Flood Modeling & Analysis.

The HEC-RAS (Corps of Engineers) system contains four one-dimensional river analysis 

components for: (1) steady flow water surface profile computations; (2) unsteady flow simulation; 

(3) movable boundary sediment transport computations; and (4) water quality analysis. A key 

element is that all four components use a common geometric data representation and common 

geometric and hydraulic computation routines. In addition to the four river analysis components, 

the system contains several hydraulic design features that can be invoked once the basic water 

surface profiles are computed.

Eonfusion Flood (EonFusion) can be used to effectively simulate river flooding events, controlled 

water releases, dam breaks and the impact of mitigation structures to the flow of flood waters. 

The Eonfusion flood model leverages graphics processing technology (GPU) coupled with both 

particle and grid based hydrodynamics algorithms to model the passage of flood waters flowing 

over elevation models in an interactive environment.

 River overbank flooding

 Unconfined alluvial fan flows

 Urban flooding with street flow, flow obstruction and storage loss

 Overland progression of tsunami and hurricane storm surges

 Mud and debris flows

 Watershed rainfall and runoff

 Surface and groundwater interaction

 Flood insurance studies

 Flood mitigation design

 NWS Breach embedded

H2O Solution Modules Related 3rd Party Products
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Operate & Maintain
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 H2O Real-Time Monitoring
 Structural Real-Time Monitoring of Dam/Water Infrastructure, Real-Time 

Monitoring of Landslides near Dam/Water Infrastructure reservoir

Large earth fill and concrete dams are a critical infrastructure for continuous water 

supply and power generation. Loading and unloading forces on a dam cause stress 

on the structure and must be monitored. The stress can be due to fluctuations in the 

water level, settlement of the structure, nearby landslides or seismic activity. Early 

detection of a potential problem allows repairs or remedial measures to be taken

before a disaster occurs. Even if repair is not possible, with the early warning of a 

problem action may be taken to mitigate its effects.

 Topping instruments

 High Accuracy

 Monitoring with total stations, GNSS, tilt sensors, meteorology sensors and more

 Stable platform for continual monitoring

 Remote control multiple sensors, unmanned operation

 Display of status information and online charts, limit checks and messaging in real time

 Connection and control of geodetic and geotechnical sensors

 Support multiple communication modes

 Customizable with flexible options and open SQL database

 Highly customizable, additional functionality can easily be added later

H2O Solution Modules

Automatic Total Station 

TM30

360° Reflector

Circular Reflector

GNSS Control Point

GNSS Reference 

Station
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 H2O Information Management
 Engineering Data integration, Business process integration, Asset/project 

configuration, Change management, Information access, Collaborative 

engineering.

H2O Information Management is the “e-Engineering integration hub” for the Engineering 

Enterprise. This collaborative conduit ensures that valid, consistent, and high-quality engineering 

data is shared between applications and users when and where they need it. This engineering 

design basis is consistent and highly accurate on three fronts: 1) the physical asset information 

(what is there); 2) logical and functional information (what was designed to be there); and 3) 

regulatory and safety imperatives (what is required to be there). Information is the basis upon 

which real-time decisions are made. Engineering information is abundant, dynamic, and 

complex.

 Application integration to manage inconsistencies and reduce errors Engineering and 

technical data handover from execution into operations

 “Engineering companion” between operations, maintenance, and ERP systems for rapid 

decision support in time-critical situations

 Client and Regulator remote review portal to minimize Infrastructure startup and ensure 

continued operations

 Engineering Content Management, including document, and drawing management and 

control, list and sheet development, and exchange with suppliers and contractors

 Infrastructure configuration control and concurrent engineering to manage the evolving 

engineering design basis

H2O Solution Modules
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H2O Solution Modules

 H2O Dashboard
 Real-Time Monitoring, Sensor Measurement & History, Safety Appraisal 

Inspection Results, Alarms, Events, Video Analysis, Task management, 

2D/3D Geospatial Views, Immediate Link to Standard Operating 

Procedures &  Emergency Action Plans, System Administration

The H2O Dashboard displays data in various formats such as raw data, analyzed 

data and also data on 2D and 3D geospatial displays. Main features of the H2O 

Dashboard are:

 2D/3D Geospatial map, including 3D Models of Water Infrastructure

 System status and system messages

 Latest Sensor readings and status

 Real-Time system alarms

 Physical Resource status and their geographic location

 Video camera vision, and control of such cameras that have the capability

 Task management and execution

 Document management such as Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), 

Emergency Action Plans (EAP), Engineering drawings, manuals etc

 Review Inspection results
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 H2O Mobile 
 Real-Time Monitoring, Sensor Measurement & History, Alarms, Events, 

Video Analysis, Safety Inspections Data Entry & Review Templates, 

2D/3D Geospatial Views, Immediate Link to Standard Operating 

Procedures &  Emergency Action Plans.

The H2O Mobile application allows users in the field or on mobile devices to monitor 

the dam and also conduct inspections.  Main features of the H2O Mobile application 

include:

 2D/3D Geospatial map, including 3D models of Water Infrastructure 

 Latest sensor readings and status

 Real-Time system alarms

 Video camera vision

 Receive allocated tasks and task execution

 Conduct predefined inspections and upload to server

 Take photographs, videos and associate with an inspection

H2O Solution Modules
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Secure & Monitor
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 H2O Security Framework
 Infrastructure & People Safety & Security, 24x7 Video Surveillance and 

Alarm Monitoring

A safety and protection control room has alarms that are mostly triggered by sensors (perimeter 

control sensors, radar, intelligent CC-TV cameras, production-flow monitoring systems, etc.). The 

operator must be able to control the detection sensors (usually PTZ cameras) from a single, 

integrated environment and dispatch the response staff.  The cartographic interface of the 

situational picture requires all the functions of an advanced GIS application and must be able to 

quickly detect alarms, estimate positions of intruders or incidents (triggered by sensors), and 

locate positions of the response teams (equipped with GPS, AVL terminals, etc.). A GIS 

application with these features is defined as a common operational picture

 Integrating data from a variety of systems and sensors

 Fusing that data into a common operating picture

 Combines elements of sensor monitoring, alarm processing, video analysis, and object tracking

 Processes alarms, automatically creating CAD Events and reporting them to Intergraph’s I/Dispatcher 

software 

 Defines the location, event type, and contact information related to the alarm that occurred

 Includes the alarm, access control, and target interfaces for communication with external sensor system

 Monitoring and interacting with moving objects via interfaces with sensors such as radar, RFID, intelligent 

video, or others sensors capable of detecting and reporting the location of moving objects of interest

 User interface for displaying and controlling live and recorded video through a variety of video management 

systems

H2O Solution Modules
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Early Warning
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 H2O Notification - MIR3 Intelligent Notification System
 Emergency & Mass Notification Solution

Effective notification involves more than just sending a one-way alert. You must 

be able to quickly determine who needs to know what, and your message must 

be adapted as your contacts respond. Intelligent Notification technology 

handles this complex task, rapidly launching a message to groups of any size, 

whether in one location or spread all over the world.

 Quickly launch mass notifications by Web, email or touch-tone phone

 Use existing message templates or create new ones in seconds

 Customize notifications in your own voice 

 Allow recipients to respond by voice, text or menu choice

 Deliver multi-lingual text-to-speech notifications in many languages

 Initiate one-key conference calls 

 Geographically target global notifications

 Least cost routing to reduce international telephony charges

 More than 30 international retrieval numbers

 Incident management to track and resolve issues

 Organizational hierarchy to manage multiple divisions and subdivisions

 Control access and security with permissions

 Easily integrate with popular business continuity platforms or other applications using our 

open API

 Automatic recipient data uploads with the DataSync for Flat File utility

H2O Solution Modules Related 3rd Party Products
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Prepare & Respond
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 H2O Emergency Operations Center
 Situation Assessment (GIS Map), Investigation & Monitoring, Planning, 

Decision / Evaluation, Issuing of Orders, Disaster Response, Asset 

Management, Organization Management, Multi-Agency Coordination, 

Standard Operating Procedures and Checklists, News and Messages 

Summary

The H2O Disaster Planning & Response product is a configurable, modular solution to 

effectively support operational command, based on established practice and protocols.

 Portal

 Central home page, Main navigation for workflows / processes, Key application / component launch and, 

Overview of the most important tasks, information and operations, Full text search, Information ticker

 Command

 Document Flow, Organization charts, Timeline, News summary, Reports, Reporting for situation reports, press 

releases, mission report (operation diary), Continuous audit logging of all information, facts, actions, etc.

 Map

 Geographic Information System / Maps module, Definition and management of attribute data and geospatial 

information, Interface for online tracking, Library of tactical symbols in accordance with the organization-

specific, applied regulations

 Resources

 Management of materials and personnel, Shift planning, Management of action units / forces and their 

availability

 Interfaces

 Interfaces to third-party command and control systems, communication systems and other applications

 Scenarios

 Activity sequences to simulate particular operational situations for training purposes.

H2O Solution Modules
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 H2O Incident Command & Control
 Incident or Event Detection, Resource/Responder Dispatching, Event 

Management

H2O Incident Command & Control is the most efficient and easy-to-use system 

available, offering unprecedented communications integration, interoperability, and 

mobile capabilities for smarter, faster response. Incident Command & Control 

provides real-time incident awareness and dispatching to speed emergency 

response. 

 Answer calls, verify locations, enter precise incident information, and forward 

calls to control room dispatchers. 

 Automatic data feeds from alarm systems combined with the display of 

geographical location, address, and other information, 

 Allow call-takers to rapidly identify where an incident is happening. 

 Structured series of questions and answers that guide you through specific 

situations, allowing you to quickly assess and prioritize calls.

 Power to dispatch units and resources, as well as monitor incident status. 

 Recommends resources based on incident and location, location arrival time, unit 

type, responder skills and availability, and other pertinent factors.

H2O Solution Modules
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 H2O  Real-Time Video Arial Assessment
 Capture, Process, Analyse Real-Time Video integrated with GIS. 

Geospatial Motion Video enables agencies to have a high-productivity environment 

for analysis of full motion video taken from manned or un-manned aircraft. This is 

extremely powerful and useful during and post flooding events for situation and 

disaster assessment.

 Fully exploit video and imagery data in one seamless, geo-fused environment

 Leverage advanced video enhancement and stabilization capabilities

 Analyze LiDAR data to aid in the strategic and tactical assessment of your area of interest

 Determine equipment and personnel positioning with sophisticated line-of-sight and view 

shed capabilities

 Geographically track the movement of your aircraft, the camera angle, and other relevant 

geospatial information, in a single homogeneous environment

 Geo-fuse your video over vector data, raster maps, or other still imagery and watch it play 

across your map in context with other geospatial data

 Capture relevant snapshots of imagery and video for additional analysis

 Query your video data by attribute, annotation, or geospatial location

 Visualize and archive all geographic data relevant to your video

 Watch your video simultaneously in a video window and a map window

 Control your motion video with familiar DVR-like controls

 Mark your video for further analysis and historical query capabilities

 Extract image mosaics from your video data segments

 Annotate your item or event of interest with a searchable geospatial definition

H2O Solution Modules
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World Wide Water Conditions

Challenge

• Water is sustenance

• Consumption vs. availability

Incident Analyzer

• Understand water table conditions 

• Make informed decisions

• View results on portable devices

https://mapp.hexagongeospatial.com/app-runtimes/standalone/v1/app/aid--e18b0308-47c3-42ef-a9a9-fabf56ceda19_2c9180835b2479dd015ba62dd45965b8/?view=Key Note: World Water Levels
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Social Media Sentiment

Challenge

• Explore and understand the overall 

sentiment of topics from sources 

such as: 

• Tweets

• Blogs

• News sites

Incident Analyzer

• Use data from a social media 

aggregator 

• Process social events as incidents 

https://mapp.hexagongeospatial.com/app-runtimes/standalone/v1/app/aid--e18b0308-47c3-42ef-a9a9-fabf56ceda19_2c9180835b2479dd015ba62dd45965b8/?view=Key Note: World Water Day
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Change Detection

Challenge

• Find areas affected by burn 

scarring

Area Analyzer

• Use radar imagery to identify burn 

areas and extent

• Visualize and explore results

https://mapp.hexagongeospatial.com/app-runtimes/standalone/v1/app/aid--e18b0308-47c3-42ef-a9a9-fabf56ceda19_2c9180835b2479dd015ba62dd45965b8/?view=Key Note: Change Detection
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Precision Agriculture

Challenge

• Optimize costs and improve 

productivity

Incident Analyzer

• Visualize and explore data to 

uncover additional insights
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EASOS – Earth, Air and Sea Observation System 



Powered by Hexagon Geospatial 
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Solution Space Flood
• Long term risk identification

• Resilience

• Integration of multiple information sources to support early 

warning.

?

Data Integration and 

Analysis

Decision Support

No action required
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Solution Space Maritime Pollution
• Identifying potential pollution incidence

• Assisting the identification of perpetrators

• Decision support for incidence response

• Long term impact assessment

AI

S

Vessel 

Identification

Pollution Path and 

Environmental Protection
Data Integration and 

Analysis
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Solution Space Deforestation
• Identification of potential illegal logging incidence

• Assisting the management of licenced logging activities

• Long term national deforestation impact assessment

Data Integration and 

Analysis

Confirmed Certified 

Logging Activities

Illegal Logging Activities 

Taking Place
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What is Rheticus®

 Cloud-based platform

 Satellite data

 (Geo) Open Data

 Continuous delivery of information

 Indicators, maps, reports

 Subscription-based

 M2M Connectors

 «Fuel» of Smart M.Apps and IMAGINE

Monitoring the evolution of  our Earth
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Smart M.App for utilities and water network managers

Satellite data
Automatic selection & download

Automatic processing
Geoanalytics as a Service

Rheticus® is able to 

continuously process RADAR 

and Optical data from multiple 

satellite data sources 
(like Copernicus’ Sentinels, Landsat, 

DigitalGlobe, Planet, Airbus DS and 

many others)

1. TS-DInSAR processing of 18 months 

of SAR data collected over the AOI 
(~ 100 scenes)

2. Spatial Analysis of Sewer Network with 

Rethicus measurements

3. Data preparation and fusion with 

GeoMedia Professional workflows

4. Output posted on M.App Chest

Network Alert Smart M.App

• Dynamic selection of network 

segments by status:

 Everything OK

 Warning

 Alarm

• Dynamic report with the addresses 

for field inspections and priorities 

in network maintenance



Water Management with New Tools in 

Geospatial Technologies
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Introduction to Smart M.App
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Smart M.App

A Hexagon Smart M.App is a

• targeted, 

• lightweight map application that 

• solves specific business problems. 

Each Hexagon Smart M.App fuses multi-source content, sophisticated analytics, and tailored workflows into a dynamic

user experience. Hexagon Smart M.Apps simplify your geospatial experience by providing you with answers when

it matters most.
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Hexagon Smart M.Apps

• Simple to use, lightweight map applications that solve 

your business problems

• These targeted information services combine fresh 

geospatial content and workflows to deliver an 

interactive experience that includes the map and an 

engaging dashboard of insightful analytics

• For business leaders in a variety of industries, this is a 

completely new way to solve real world issues in a 

smart, fresh way

• Reside on the cloud, providing you with real-time 

answers, whenever you need them, wherever you 

need them

• Present the information in a visual and compelling way, 

utilizing targeted workflows, flexible design, and 

powerful visualization to provide answers

• Take real-world change and synchronize it with your 

app in a way that is natural, streamlined, and 

informative
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Our Challenges

Customers Development Partners

• Products are HEAVYWEIGHT

• Development requires 

SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE

• Maps don’t understand 

MY SPECIFIC PROBLEM

• Maps are OUTDATED by the 

time I get them

• REQUIRE SOFTWARE AND 

DATA to build useful solutions

• HUGE GAP between software 

and data providers

• Technology is COMPLEX

• LIMITED applicability
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M.App Portfolio: A Powerful New Ecosystem

Software components established 

in a cloud-based environment to build 

and use progressive 

geospatial applications
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M.App Foundation

Hosting platform for 

Hexagon Smart M.Apps and 

core geospatial web services for 

building geospatial cloud applications
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M.App Studio

Interactive web-based workroom 

for designing, building, and publishing 

Hexagon Smart M.Apps
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M.App Exchange

Online marketplace 

to publish, discover, and buy 

Hexagon Smart M.Apps
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Fourth Element – Content

• Content fuels Hexagon Smart M.Apps

• Content is hosted on the cloud in M.App 

Chest – ‘geospatial dropbox’

• Content can be uploaded to the cloud

• Content can be ordered from third party 

Content Providers
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M.App Actors

PARTNERS

USERS

Smart 

M.Apps

ORGANIZATIONS

Subscribe to 

M.App Studio

Subscribe to 

Smart M.Apps

Manage end user access 

to Smart M.Apps

Subscribe to 

Smart M.Apps

Use Third Party Content 

and cloud storage

Create Smart M.Apps

Run in M.App 

Portfolio cloud

Use Smart M.Apps

Publish Smart M.App 

to M.App Exchange
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Getting Support

Community

http://community.hexagongeospatial.com 

Developer Network

Smart M.App

Community Forums

Smart M.App Tech Discussions

eTraining

Smart M.App

Support Portal

https://hexagongeospatial.force.com/supportportal/s/
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Create Smart M.App Workflow

Sign in to     
M.App Exchange

Create  New 
Smart M.App

Run 
M.App Studio

Smart M.App

Runtime Environment

PARTNER

DEVELOPER

Configure 
Smart M.App

Run and Test 
Smart M.App
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Publish Smart M.App Workflow

Smart M.App

Runtime Environment

GSP

M.App Exchange

ADMINISTRATOR

PARTNER 

M.App Exchange

DEVELOPER

Test & approve
Publish 

Smart M.App

Sign in to     
M.App Exchange

Run 
M.App Studio

Run and Test
Smart M.App

Promote      
Smart M.App

Submit 
Smart M.App

Register   
Smart M.App



M.App Foundation
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• OAuth2 

• OAuth2 Client 

Registration 
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• Uploads

• Downloads

• Compressions

• Transfers

• Dataset Ops

• Publications

• Third Party 

Content

R
e
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• My Content

•Search

•All Items

•Images

•Features

•Point Clouds

•Business Data

•Folders

•App Defns

•Map Defns

•Workflow Defns

• Licensed Content

•Search

•Order

•Cost Calculator

A
n

a
ly

ti
c
s 

A
P

I

• Geoprocesses

• Spatial Model 

Editor

M
e
tr

ic
s 

A
P

I

• Compute Usage

• Maps Usage

• Storage Usage

Smart M.App API



M.App Studio
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M.App Studio

Allows rapid prototyping with no programming skills needed

Automatically deploys your Smart M.App to the cloud and promotes it to 

M.App Exchange

Automatically takes care of the Smart M.App security

Offers a wide range of configuration options so that a Smart M.App can 

be created with no or little programming

Offers a wide range of Java Script APIs for developers who need to 

customize or develop their own parts of Smart M.App
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M.App Studio – What Users Can Do

Log in to M.App Studio Create Smart M.Apps Run Smart M.Apps

User gets access to: 

- Smart M.Apps created by User or 
shared by others within User’s 
Organization

- Content added by User from 
M.App Chest

- Spatial Recipes created by User 
or shared with User by others 
within User’s Organization

- Workflows created by Users

- Maps created by User or shared 
by others within User’s 
Organization

User can:

- Create new or edit existing Smart 
M.Apps

- Create new or edit existing maps

- Add new content from M.App Chest 
(partner or third party provider)

- Create new or edit existing spatial
recipes for analytics 

- Create new or edit existing 
workflows

User can:

- Execute Smart M.Apps in the 
runtime environment for testing 
purposes

- Promote Smart M.Apps in order to 
publish them on M.App Exchange
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M.App Studio Workspace 

Smart M.Apps 

created by user

Maps created 

by user

Spatial Recipes 

created by user

Opens Smart M.App 

Editor to create new 

Smart M.App

Opens Map Editor to 

create new map

Opens Spatial 

Workshop to create 

new Spatial Recipe



Key Aspects of the System
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Configure local server Create Smart M.App
Connect Smart M.App to 

local services

Smart M.App using on-premise Data

GeoMedia WebMap

ERDAS APOLLO

GeoMedia Smart Client

M.App Studio 

Smart M.App Editor

M.App Studio 

Smart M.App Editor

Data

Layers from local secured 

services are connected to 

the Smart M.App
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GEOPROCESSES

Build Publish Apply Use

Smart M.App with Geoprocessing

Spatial Workshop

(M.App Studio)

Geoprocessing 

Service
M.App Studio 

Smart M.App Editor

Smart M.App 
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Smart M.App with Business Intelligence GeoVisualization

Select Data Create Customize Use

M.App Chest M.App Editor 

(M.App Studio)
Smart M.App M.App Studio 

Smart M.App Editor



Content
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M.App Chest – ‘Geospatial Dropbox’

Enterprise 

workflow

WebGIS

Mobile

Imagery

Features

Point clouds

Video

M.APP CHEST

Upload

Compress

Manage - style

Share

Geospatial content

Deliver

Content

as a

Service
Input 

Multi-source

Content

OGC

ECWP

CZS
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Managing Content with M.App Chest
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Managing User Content with M.App Chest 

Upload Download Compress Publish Preview

File based data including:

• Raster

• Vector

• Point Cloud

• Business Documents

Download the primary 

dataset along with all 

auxiliary files

• Compress images 

to ecw or jp2

• Compress point 

clouds to hpc

Publish to:

• WMS

• WMTS

• ECWP

• GeoServices

• ImageX

Image is displayed in a 

Leaflet window over an 

HERE Base Map display
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Accessing Third Party Content



M.App Examples
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Water Presence Index - WV

This Smart M.App takes advantage of the coastal band returned in WorldView 2 

and WorldView 3 imagery to perform a Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) 

computation. This analysis identifies the presence of standing water but is also 

capable of detecting moisture in soil due to the use of the coastal band.

• Use this app to delineate open water features and detect the presence of 

moisture in soil. This analysis identifies the presence of standing water but can 

also detect moisture in soil using the coastal band. 

• Use the coastal band returned in WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 imagery to 

perform a Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) computation. 

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/apps/119232#!overview
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Snow Cover Index

The Snow Cover Index Smart M.App assesses snow cover in imagery using 

bands in the near infared and middle infared spectrum The Snow Cover Index 

computes the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI).

• Snow and clouds both are very bright in the visible spectrum, making them 

difficult to distinguish. In the infrared spectrum, however, snow appears dark, 

while clouds are bright. The NDSI Calculator uses this difference in reflectance 

to identify snow cover, distinguishing it from cloud cover. 

• Assess snow cover in multispectral data using Near Infrared (NIR) and Middle 

Infrared spectrum bands. Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) is a 

calculation commonly used to assess snow cover. 

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/apps/119216#!overview
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Water and sewer network risks accurately identified

Network Alert identifies up-to-date risks in your network by using satellite data to 

identify areas of ground instability that could indicate leaking pipes. With Network 

Alert, you can quickly determine the locations of concern and act upon the 

information.

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/apps/167418#!overview
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Incident Analyzer Index

Incident Analyzer provides an intuitive user-friendly environment for consuming 

and analyzing any type of incident data. Incident Analyzer uses the position, 

frequency, and temporal characteristic within your incident data to locate areas 

where the frequency of incidents is abnormally high. With Incident Analyzer, and 

just the click of a few buttons, you can create, manage, share, and host dynamic 

intelligence reports that depict meaningful spatial patterns in an interactive 

fashion.

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/apps/112304#!overview



Section 2:

M.App Studio Basics



Exercise 1: 

Get Familiar with M.App Studio

Access M.App Exchange using training account

Access M.App Studio and view key functions 

Configure your first Smart M.App with just few clicks
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Add Content and Create a Custom Map

Learn how to access M.App Studio and examine its main functions. Learn how to use M.App Chest to provide content to 

M.App Studio. In M.App Studio, use the content from M.App Chest to compose a map.

• Access M.App Exchange using training account

• Access M.App Studio and walk through the M.App Studio functions

• Enjoy visual development of Smart M.Apps

• Create your first Smart M.App
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Access

The Studio is available at our Store:

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com

https://mapp.hexagongeospatial.com/mappstudio/

USERNAME:

Trainingxxx@hexagongeospatial.com

PASSWORD:

Budapestxxx

https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/
https://store.hexagongeospatial.com/
https://mapp.hexagongeospatial.com/mappstudio/


Task 1: Review M.App Studio Functions

• Access M.App Exchange using training account

• Access M.App Studio and walk through the 

M.App Studio functions



Task 2: Create Your First Smart M.App

• Enjoy visual development of Smart M.Apps

• Create your first Smart M.App



Exercise 2: 

Add Content and Create a Custom Map

Upload file into M.App Chest and publish it as 

WMS/WMTS service

Create your map

Modify your Smart M.App to use new map
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Add Content and Create a Custom Map

Learn how to discover your own content and upload it by getting familiar with M.App Chest application. Modify an existing 

Smart M.App to create a custom map.

• Upload GeoTIFF file of Las Vegas area to M.App Chest and publish it as WMS/WMTS service

• Configure a map using data from M.App Chest content

• Edit your Smart M.App

• Modify the map used in your Smart M.App



Task 1: Add Content using M.App Chest

• Get familiar with M.App Chest application

• Upload and publish raster files



Task 2: 

Create a Map using Uploaded Content

• Make use of an uploaded data

• Define a map using data from M.App Chest 

content

• Edit your Smart M.App



Task 3: 

Modify Your M.App to Display Your Map

• Apply your map in your Smart M.App



Exercise 3: 

Configure Business Intelligence

Get familiar with BI Wizard 

Configure BI Choropleth Map

Configure BI widgets
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Configure Business Intelligence 

You create a simplified Smart M.App that displays an interactive thematic map showing the number of HxGN Live 

attendees categorized by years and regions. The data will be displayed on the map and on the BI widgets. You will 

configure a choropleth map layer with tooltips and three widgets:

• Time Bar Chart – Represents number of attendees per year

• Row Chart – Represents number of attendees per region

• Text Chart – Displays summary info

To create this Smart M.App you will:

• Upload GeoJSON and CSV file with HxGN Live data

• Create a new Smart M.App with one panel

• Configure BI widgets and map layer (geometries)



Task 1: Create a Smart M.App Layout 

and Upload BI Data 

• Upload BI data into M.App Chest

• Start configuring the BI Smart M.App



Task 2: Define Visualization

• Get familiar with BI Wizard 

• Configure BI Choropleth Map

• Configure BI widgets



Task 3: 

Name and Launch Your Smart M.App 

• Enjoy the BI Smart M.App

• Play with BI widgets

• See map and widgets interaction



THANK YOU


